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LAIS Alumni Reunion, Celebrating 40+
Years of Masters

Photos of the flyer used to publicize the alumni reunion.

LAIS Alumni Reunion
Celebrating 40+ Years of Masters

sicuri

Chancellor Henry Yang delivered the
opening remarks of the event

Student Highlights

Audience during the opening remarks

LAIS, A History: An Ever-Evolving Interdisciplinary Program
The following essay on the origins and history of the LAIS program was prepared and
presented by LAIS senior and incoming graduate student Amy Houser in the opening
remarks of the reunion.
The Origins of LAIS: Hispanic Civilizations
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Student Highlights

The Name Change: Transitioning from Hispanic
Civilizations to Latin American Iberian Studies

Institutionalizing LAIS
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Student Highlights

Graduate Students: Building and Sustaining the Program
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Student Highlights

LAIS Today: Testimony from Director Cecilia Méndez
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Student Highlights

Tertulia

40th + Anniversary of the MA Program and the Resilience of LAIS
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Emeritus Faculty Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH VÍCTOR FUENTES
Learn about the important impact of passionate faculty members in the LAIS program.
In this special interview LAIS former director Víctor Fuentes discusses his involvement
with LAIS and how the program has changed over time.
You were born in Madrid, Spain. You left Spain in 1954 and got
your PhD from the University of New York in 1964. Then you
came to UCSB in 1965. When you first joined UCSB were you
involved with the Hispanic Civilizations Program?

What do you remember about the program? Who was the
director, were the students any different from today? Do you
know when the Hispanic Civilizations Program first started?

You were involved with the Chicano Movement in the 60s and 70s. Were Hispanic
Civilizations students or faculty also involved? Were there any big events involving Hispanic
Civilizations around these issues at the time?

Did you notice any fluctuations in interest in LAIS classes and degrees based on these
surrounding political and economic situations? For example, today with the BLM movement,
African American studies courses seem to be more popular.
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Emeritus Faculty Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH VÍCTOR FUENTES
Were there any other big events with
Hispanic Civilizations in the 60s or 70s
that you can recall? For example,
hosting notable speakers or
conferences, important publications or
student work, or anything else that
made Hispanic Civilizations stand out?
Festival del Cine
Latinoamericano
Chicano students protesting outside Campbell Hall

You became the Director in the 80s, this was when the program's name changed to LAIS.
What encouraged this change? Who led this initiative? Was there a lot of debate about this
among students or faculty?

When you were the director, one of your main goals was to diversify and strengthen the
program. Can you talk a little bit about why you had this goal and how you achieved it?

Since you were the director would you say diversity continues to be represented in LAIS?
And, is there anything more around diversity you would like to see?
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Emeritus Faculty Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH VÍCTOR FUENTES

In the US, people think of “America” as a single country, but
throughout the continent there are increasingly common goals
and needs. America is a great continent that happens to be in a
difficult moment at this time, but today’s issues will soon be
surpassed. The future of the program and the continent is bright.
Have you noticed any trends or shifts in what
majors or Master's students do after
graduation?

What do you think is unique about the LAIS program?

What would you like to see be achieved by the program in the future?

Lastly, do you have a favorite memory from when you were director of LAIS or your time
working with LAIS students and faculty?
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Alumni Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH JORGE GONZÁLEZ
In this interview LAIS MA alumnus Jorge Gonzalez (2012) shares his
experiences in the LAIS graduate program and how his studies
influenced his work in activism.
What spurred your interests in Latin America and/or
Iberia?

Please tell us a little bit about your MA thesis project,
"The (Re)construction of Blackness in Costa Chica,
Oaxaca: NGOs and the Making of an Afro-Mexican Ethnic
Group What was it about?
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Alumni Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH JORGE GONZÁLEZ
Has this work had any influence in your post graduate
life?

How has LAIS influenced your career trajectory?

What is your current career and what are your career goals?
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Alumni Spotlight
INTERVIEW WITH JORGE GONZÁLEZ
What was the most valuable part of your experience as a LAIS MA student?

What advice do you have for current LAIS MA students?

Any other exciting news you would like to share with us?

Stereotypes of Afro-Peruvians through the Media: The Case of the
Peruvian Blackface
Converging Identities:
Blackness and the Modern African Diaspora
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Impressions of the Reunion

"The conference was a grand success! It was a
wonderful showcase of the importance of LAIS
in so many graduates' lives. The conference
fostered new connections between
alumni...terrific all round!" Congratulations!
–
"Fue bueno reencontrarme contigo y con otra
gente que no veía hace tiempo y conocer a
otros estudiantes y ex-estudiantes."
–
"Its been such a WONDERFUL DAY!!
Thanks so much for organizing this!"
–

"El evento estuvo super fabuloso! "
–
"Hearing from our alumni about the
things they are doing was not just
rewarding but encouraging. They have
done so much and the intimate
conversations were inspiring."
–
"I really enjoyed getting to see so many
familiar faces, including friends and
mentors. Great event!
–

"Thanks so much for that labor of love, Amy - a superbly wonderful history to have!
And such appreciation for your vision and
leadership, Cecilia!"
–

"I thought the panels were excellent. It
certainly brought back very fond
memories of my time in Santa Barbara.
Thank you again. It was a wonderful
celebration of the LAIS program."
–
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